
Kingshaw Collection
Tables and Benches 



Kingshaw Table available in single top 
and 2x plank version 



- Table collection was conceived for use in meeting rooms, canteens 
   and break out spaces 
- The frame has been designed to work with mulitple table top sizes 
- The product’s pure aesthetic with clean lines will complement any  
   commerical space scheme

System for Living 
and Working

Kingshaw (K–S) has been designed 
as a system of component parts 
that is easy to assemble on-site



- Two designs available: single table top or 2x blank version
- Cables can drop to the floor through either a cable management 
  enclosure or between two blanks by a small gap 
- An enclosed partition neatly stores cables and power supplies on a shelf
- Third party power modules can be inserted on request
- All parts fix together using M6 hex head bolts

Construction

Cables can drop down from the 
table top onto a tray and then drop 
to the floor from the centre or 
each end.

Single Table Top

2x Blank Table Top



- Specify your table top size
- Bespoke orders made within 8-10 weeks 
- Available in a range of finishes: real wood veneer 
   and black/white laminate
- Table top can be bonded with Linoleum or FENIX

Specifications



- Our factory is based outside Glasgow 
- Over 20 years experience in making contract grade furniture 
- We keep all FSC raw materials in stock 
- Benches are available in any length up to 2.4m 

Made in Scotland



- Furniture Linoleum offers a warm, colourful surface

- FENIX offers an antistatic laminate that doesn’t show fingerprints! 

- High Pressure Laminate in White or black is our standard finish

Table Top Finishes

Linoleum colours

Mushroom
4176

Ash
4132

Pewter
4155

Carbon
4167

Pearl
4157

Pebble
4175

Jean
4140

Cornflower
4146

Almond
4168

Mocha
4170

Mauve
4172

Olive
4169

Camel
4171

Brandy
4173

Conifer
4174

Burgundy
4154

Salsa
4164

Charcoal
4166

Coffee
4102

Nero
4023

Jean
4140

Pearl
4157



British designer Alex Swain is based in London and creates pure and 
minimal products for the home and beyond. Alex combines form and 
function with clean aesthetics, to create designs made to last. Working 
mostly in wood, Alex designs modern pieces of furniture that are simple 
on the eye and that celebrate quality ingredients. 

Moreover Alex designs furniture products with a genuine story and a 
strong reason for being. Purity by Design.

British Design 
& Manufacturing



Byalex.co.uk For all enquiries 
please contact:

Alex Swain
+44 (0)7779 016 170 
+44 (0)207 993 5805
studio@byalex.co.uk
@byalexdesign

Billiards Studio
Kingshaw
Upper Court Road
Woldingham
Surrey CR3 7BE 
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